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In [6] it was shown that the Stable Range Theorem (in the sense of Bass) 
held for a left Noetherian left ideal invariant ring. Now there are two related 
theorems, known as Serre’s theorem and the Cancellation Theorem that were 
proved in [q, but only in the special case of simple and related rings. The 
intention of this paper is to prove these two theorems for ideal invariant rings 
(for the definition and examples of ideal invariant rings see Section 1). Specifically 
we will prove: 
SERRE’S THEOREM. Let R be a lejt Noetherian left ideal invariant ring with 
1-K dim R = n and suppose that M is a right R-module with “rank” M > 
n + 1. Then M E M’ @ R for some submodule M’ of M. 
CANCELLATION THEOREM. Let R and M be as above. Suppose N is a module 
suchthatM@R~N@R.ThenM~N. 
Of course the first problem is to find a satisfactory definition of rank. In 
particular this definition should reduce in the commutative case, where these 
theorems are well known, to the definition of rank usually used these; given by 
j-rk M = gi~~X{sup 7 : M, e R’,” @ NJ. 
For a noncommutative ring such a definition is useless as it is unreasonable to 
demand that we can localize at maximal ideals. Instead the rank used in this 
paper will be defined in terms of homomorphisms from the module to the ring 
(see Section 2). It is shown in Section 2 that this definition does reduce to j-rk 
when R is commutative and to the torsion-free rank used in [6] when R is 
simple. It is worth noting that even for the Cancellation Theorem no projectivity 
conditions are required on M. So in this sense the proof in this paper is an 
improvement on the usual commutative proofs; albeit with the stronger dimen- 
sion of Krull dimension. 
The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 1 gives the basic definitions 
required for the paper. Section 2 gives the main theorems and discusses the 
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various definitions of rank mentioned above. Also in this section, the proofs of 
both theorems are broken into two parts, which are proved in Sections 3 and 4, 
respectively. Essentially Section 3 deals with the commutative aspects of the 
ring and problems arising from the existence of large numbers of primes. 
Section 4 deals with the simple ring aspects and problems caused by a relative 
lack of primes. Thus for a fully bounded Noetherian (FBN) ring, the results 
of Section 4 are trivial and for a simple ring, Section 3 is trivial. Section 5 
considers the special case of simple rings, and shows that in this case both Serre’s 
theorem and the Cancellation Theorem can be improved. Also in this section, 
we answer a question from [7] concerning sums of right ideals in a simple 
Noetherian ring. 
1. NOTATION 
Throughout this paper all rings will be assumed to contain an identity and all 
modules to be unitary. Conditions will be assumed to be two-sided unless 
otherwise stated (so, for example, a Noetherian ring means a left and right 
Noetherian ring). 
The dimension of a ring R will be (left) Krull dimension in the sense of 
Rentschler and Gabriel and written 1-K dim, . Both suflix and prefix will be 
dropped whenever no ambiguity can arise. Further information concerning 
Krull dimension can be found in [3]. A ring R with left Krull dimension is said 
to be left ideal invariant if, given any finitely generated left R-module M and 
ideal T of R, then 
KdimT@M<KdimM. 
R is said to be left weakly ideal invariant if, given any ideal T and finitely generated 
R-module M such that K dim M < K dim R/T, then K dim T @ M < 
K dim R/T. Since it requires no extra effort, the results of this paper will be 
proved for weakly ideal invariant rings. Clearly ideal invariant rings are weakly 
ideal invariant. However the converse is false, as is shown at the end of Section 3. 
For details concerning ideal invariant rings the reader is referred to [6, Sect. 31. 
Examples given there include Noetherian rings that are either commutative, 
FBN, simple, Asano, or have centralizing sets of generators for ideals. More 
recently Lenagan in [5] has shown that Noetherian rings of Krull dimension 
one are ideal invariant. He also gives an example of a left Noetherian ring that is 
not left ideal invariant. 
If I is a left ideal of R then I@) will denote the module consisting of a direct 
sum of s copies of 1 and will be considered as a submodule of RfSf. If M is a (right) 
R-module, define M* = Hom,(M, R) and for CL E Mwrite O(a) = {f(a): f E M*}. 
So O(a) is a left ideal of R. If O(a) = R then 01 is called unimodular. Equivalently 
01 generates a free direct summand of M. 
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2. MAIN THEOREMS AKD THE RANK OF A MODULE 
In this section we state the main theorems and break their proofs up into two 
parts, which will themselves be proved in the next two sections. The definition 
of rank that is used here is not the most convenient and this section also discusses 
particular cases when better known definitions of rank can be used. 
Let R be a ring and Ma right R-module. Then the regular rank of M, written 
r-rk(M) is defined as follows: r-rk(M) 3 r if, given any cq ,..., =7-i E M 
and P any prime of R then there exist (or E M and 0 E M* such that B(Q) E P 
for 1 < k < T - I and 8(q) is regular mod P (i.e., the image of e(q) in R/P is 
a regular element). 
THEOREM 2.1. Let R be a left Noetherian left weakly ideal invariant ring with 
K dim R = n. Suppose M is a tight R-module such that r-rkM > n 1. 1. 
Then M g M’ @ R for some submodule M’ of M. 
THEOREM 2.2. LetRandMbeasinTheorem2.l.Supposethato!@t~M@R 
is unimodular. Then there exists 0 E Hom,(R, M) such that 01+ O(t) is unimodular 
in M. 
COROLLARY 2.3. Let R and M be as in Theorem 2.1. Suppose N and L are 
right R-modules, with L f;nitely generated projective, such that M @ L z N @ L. 
ThenMrN. 
Proof. The proofs of [1, Theorems 9.2 and 9.31 or [8, Corollary 12.61 give 
this from Theorem 2.2. 
COROLLARY 2.4 (Stable Range Theorem). Let R be as in Theorem 2.1 and 
suppose R = xy’” Rai for m > n and some a, E R. Then there exist fi E R 
such that 
m+1 
R :-.. 1 R(ai + fia,,,). 
1 
Proof. In Theorem 2.2 take M = Rtm+l), (Y = (a, ,..., a,+*), and t -= a,,, . 
2.5 METHOD OF PROOF OF THEOREMS 2.1 AND 2.2. It is convenient at this 
stage to break the proofs up into two parts, for which we need the following 
notation. Let 9,. denote the set of primes with K dim R/P = r. If q ,..., a, E M 
define 
u, = U(ci, )..., a?) = {(f(,&.., f (a,)): f 6 M*} C RW). 
To prove Serre’s Theorem we consider the following two inductive statements: 
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K(Y) Suppose R and M are given as in Theorem 2.1. Let a1 ,..., 0~~ E M with 
s < I (possibly s = 0) and a finite set of primes (P,: j E Sz} be given such that 
K dim R(“)/U, < Y - 1 and K dim R/P, < Y  - 1 for all j E Sz. Then there 
exists OL,+~ E M such that: 
(a) K dim R(8+1)/Us+1 < Y  - 1. 
(b) For all j E 52 there exists gi E M* such that gj(ors) E Pj for K < s and 
g,(ar,,,) isregular mod Pj . 
L(Y) Let the initial conditions be as in K(Y). Then there exists 01,+~ E M such 
that: 
(a) K dim R(8+1)/Us+1 < Y. 
(b) As Q) @I- 
(c) For all Q E 9, then K dim R(s+l)/ Us+l + Q(a+l) f Y  - 1. 
In Section 3 it is shown that K(n) holds and that K(Y + 1) implies L(Y). 
Section 4 proves that L(Y) implies K(Y). Since Theorem 2.1 is just the statement 
K(0) (a) this will suffice to prove the theorem. Likewise to prove Theorem 2.2 
we will consider the following two statements: 
M(Y) Let the hypotheses on R, M, 01, and t be as in Theorem 2.2. Then there 
exists a homomorphism 0 E Hom(R, M) such that K dim R/O(ol + 0(t)) < 
Y- 1. 
N(Y) Under the same hypotheses there exists 4 E Hom(R, M) such that 
K dim R/O(ti + N(t)) < Y  and for all Q E 9, , K dim R/O(ti + 4(t)) + Q < 
I- 1. 
For the remainder of this section we will consider particular cases of the 
above theorems when more familiar definitions of rank may be used. Let R be a 
prime ring with full quotient ring Q and M a finitely generated R-module. Then 
the torsion-flee rank of M, written t-f(M), is defined to be the largest integer Y
such that M OR Q s Q(r) @ N, for some Q-module N. Equivalently, Y  is the 
rank of the largest free module that can be embedded in M. Thus for the special 
case of simple rings, Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 2.3 prove [6, Theorems 4.3 
and 4.51. (However the reader is warned that the above definition of torsion-free 
rank is slightly stronger than that used in [q, although they do coincide if the 
ring is a domain.) 
Let R be a commutative ring and M an R-module. Define the free rank of M, 
written f-rk M, to be the largest integer Y  such that, for any maximal ideal P 
of R, then Mp E RF) @ N(P) for some Rp module N(P). 
PROPOSITION 2.6. Let R be a commutative Noetherian ring and M a jinitely 
generated right R-module. Then f-rk(M) = r-rk(M). 
Proof. Suppose f-rk(M) = Y. Let P be a prime and PI a maximal ideal 
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containing P. Then iMPI g RF @ N1 . But Rp z (Rpl)p , SO Mp s I?($ 0 N 
for some module N. Now let 
Z = {Y c- P: rt = 0 for some t E R\P} 
and MI = {m E M: mt = 0 for some t E R\P). Identify M/M, with its image in 
Mp and R/Z with its image in Rp . 
Let q ,**., ar-1 E M and write cUi for the image of 01~ in M/M,. Then since 
Mp E Rg’ @ N there exists /3 E Mp and 0 E Hom(M, , Rp) such that 0(&) E Pp 
for i < Y  - 1 and 8(/I) is a unit in R, (as this can be pulled back from the 
equivalent result in the vector space 
(Rp/Pp)lr) E M,/(Pt’ @ N)). 
Now @ = art-l for some 01 E M/M1 and t E R\P. Replace /? by /3t. Likewise if 
M/M, = C miR/I then e(m,) = riu-’ for some yi E R/I and u E R\P. Replace 8 
by ~0. These substitutions do not affect the properties of /? and 8 mentioned 
above. However now /3 E M/M, and B(M/M,) 2 R/I. 
Let I = x,” aiR and for each ui choose 0 # bi E R\P such that aibi = 0. 
Write b = b, ... b, . So b E R\P and Ib = 0. Let 01, be an inverse image of /3 
in M and define 4 E M* by 4(m) = b0 v m w ( ) h ere r is the projection of M onto 
M/M, . Then #ai) E P f or i < Y  and $(a,) = bB(p) E R\P. Thus r-rk(M) > T 
and it is easy to see that we must have equality. 
COROLLARY 2.7. Let R be a commutative Noetherian ring with K dim R = n 
and M a finitely generated right R-module with f-rk(M) 3 n + 1. Then both 
Serre’s theorem and the Cancellation Theorem holdfor M. 
Thus if R is a commutative Noetherian ring, we have in particular shows that 
the Cancellation Theorem holds without any projectivity conditions on M, 
although we have used the Krull dimension of R rather than dim(max R) (which 
is usually used in the commutative proofs). Thus Corollary 2.7 gives a partial 
answer to the question raised in [2, 8B]. AIoreover, it should be noted that for a 
commutative ring the proof of the Cancellation Theorem given in this paper 
can be easily modified to work for dim(max R) rather than Krull dimension. 
PROPOSITION 2.8. Let R be a left Noetheriun ring and M a $nitely generated 
projective r&ht R-module such that for any prime P of R, 
t-f,JM/MP) > n + 1. 
Then r-rk(M) >, n + 1. 
Proof. This follows from the fact that, for a projective module M, homomor- 
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phisms from MIMP to R/P can be pulled back to homomorphisms from M to R 
(see [8, Lemma 12.81). 
The definition of rank used in Proposition 2.8 will not suffice for an arbitrary 
module M. For example, let R be any local commutative Noetherian ring with 
K dim R >, 2, and M a direct sum of s copies of the maximal ideal, P. Then 
the rank of M in the sense of Proposition 2.7 equals s. However, any homo- 
morphism from P to R has its image in P (see, for example, [2, Lemma 1). 
Thus M can never have a free direct summand. 
3. K(Y + 1) IMPLIES L(Y) AND THE FBN CASE 
The proof that K(Y + 1) implies L(Y) essentially deals with the commutative 
aspects of the ring in the sense that it is concerned with the problems arising 
from the existence of a large number of primes. For an FBN ring this implication 
easily proves Theorem 2.1 (see Theorem 3.10). We start with two easy con- 
sequences of [6]. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let R be a prime left Goldie ring with a, b, c E R such that c is 
regular. Then there exists f E R such that 
uniform dim R(a + cfb) = uniform dim (Ra + Rb). 
In particular if b is regular then Q + cfb is regular. 
Proof. This is an easy adaptation of [6, Proposition 1.11. 
If M is a nonzero Noetherian module with K dim M = I, define the r-length 
of M to be the maximum m such that there exists a chain of submodules, 
with K dim MJM,, = Y  for each i. Since M is Noetherian its r-length will 
be finite. M is called r-critical ifK dim M = Y  and K dim M/M, < Y  for any 
nonzero submodule M1 . More generally, M is defined to be critical if it is 
r-critical for some r. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let R be a left Noetherian left weakly ideal invariant ring with 
K dim R > t and I a left ideal of R with K dim R/I = t. Suppose a, b E R such 
that K dim R/I + Ra + Rb < t. Then there exists f E R such that K dim R/(I + 
R(a +P)) < t. 
Remark. This is a generalization of [6, Corollary 2.71 and has Corollary 2.4 
as an easy consequence. 
&/52/I-15 
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Proof. Let J = Z + Ha + Rb. Then by [6, Proposition 2.11, for any left 
Noetherian ring, either the lemma holds or the following is true. There exists 
left ideals J1 and Z1 with J 2 J1 1 Z1 I Z such that K dim J/J1 < t and J1/Z1 z 
R/T @ R/L where T is an ideal and L 1 T is a left ideal such that K dim R/T = 
K dim R/L = t. Thus to prove the lemma it suffices to show that this second 
possibility cannot occur for a left weakly ideal invariant ring. But by left weak 
ideal invariance, 
K dim T/TJ, = K dim(T @ R/ J1) < K dim R/T = t. 
Since TJ1 C I1 , K dim T/T n I1 < i. But now r-length R/T < r-length 
R/T @ R/L ,< r-length J,/I1 = r-length R/I, < r-length R/I, n T = r-length 
R/T, a contradiction. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let R be a left Noetherian left weakly ideal invariant ring and 
M a hft submodule of R(‘) such that K dim Rt8JIM = Y. Suppose fat all P with 
K dim RIP < Y that 
K dim R(a)IM + Pt8) < Y. 
Then: (i) If T is an ideal with K dim R/T < Y then K dim R(*)/M + Tc8) < Y. 
(ii) For all but a finite number of primes P E 9,+, then K dim R(“)/M + 
P(S) < 1. 
Proof. (i) Suppose not and let T be an ideal maximal such that K dim 
R/T < Y but K dim R(*)/M + T(*) = Y. So K dim R/T = Y. If T is prime we 
have the required contradiction. So let I and J be ideals strictly containing T 
such that IJ C T. Then K dim R(*)IM + Jfr) < Y and by weak ideal invariance 
K dim Z(e)/ZM + (ZJ)‘“) < K dim R/T = Y. 
But K dim R(*)/M + I(*) < Y, so K dim R@)IM + T(*) < Y, a contradiction. 
(ii) Let PI ,..., Pi ,... be distinct elements of S,,, such that, for each i, 
K dim R’8)IM + Pjs) = Y. Define 
ti = r-length R(*)/M + (Pi n 1.. n P,)(*) 
Then an argument like that of (i) shows that Y~+~ > yi . Since r-length R(*)/M 
is finite, there can only be a finite number of such primes Pi . 
PROPOSITION 4.3. (i) L(n) hoti. (ii) K(n) holds. 
Proof. (i) Statement (a) of L(n) is now vacuous and since 9,, is finite, 
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(c) is contained in (b). So it is enough to prove L(n) (b), the proof of which is 
essentially an application of the Chinese Remainder Theorem. Suppose cur ,..., 
01, EM and {Pj: j ESZ} are given by the hypotheses of L(n). Write Sa = 
u,..., Y} such that 
K dim RIP, < K dim R/P, < 0.. < K dim RIP, ,< n. 
Now r-rkM>,n+l >s+l, so for 1 <i<r there exist /$EMa.nd 
g, E M* such that gi(olk) 6 Pi for 1 < k < s and g&) is regular mod Pi . 
By the ordering of the Pi’s, K dim R/(P, + (J {Pg j < i}) < K dim R/P,. 
Thus for each i there exists some p, E n {Pg j < i} such that pi is regular 
mod Pi . By Lemma 3.1 choose yi E R inductively such that 
i-l 
gi 1 p5y5P$ + gi(Bi) liPi 
( ) 1 
is regular mod Pi . Let 01,+~ = C /lirtpc . Then gi(olk) E Pt for K < s and 
g,(a,+,) = C: pjyjpj mod Pt is regular mod Pi as required. 
(ii) Given ar, ..., (Y, E A4 and {P,: j E JJ} as in K(n), choose ols+l as in 
part (i). So K(n) (b) holds and for all Q E 8, , 
K dim R’8+1)/U,+, + Qt8+1) < n - 1. 
K(n) (a) now follows from Lemma 3.3(i). 
Before proving that K(Y + 1) implies L(Y) it is convenient to isolate, in the 
next lemma, a particular part of the proof that will be used in subsequent results. 
LEMMA 3.5. Suppose cxl ,..., 01, EM and T is an ideal of R such that 
K dim R@jIU, + Tt8) < Y. Let 01,+~ E M and write 
O1(~J+l) = {f (o1,+J: f E M* with f (ak) E T for k < s}. 
If K dim R/T + O,(or,+,) < Y then K dim R(8+1)/Us+l + T@+l) < Y. 
Proof. Use the following short exact sequence, with the obvious homo- 
morphisms 
0 -+ R/O&,,) + T + R(*+l)/U8+1 + TtS+l) + R(*‘/U, + Tfg’ + 0. 
PROPOSITION 3.6. For Y < n - 1, K(Y + 1) imp&L(r). 
Proof. We are given aI ,..., (Y, E M and a set of primes {P,: j E In> such that 
K dim R(*)/U, < Y - 1 and K dim RIP, < Y - 1 for j E G. Choose /3 = cy,+r 
by K(r + 1) and let I’ = U{til ,..., a,, j3}. So K dim R(8+1)/V < Y and for all 
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j E 52 there exists gj E M* such that gj(ak) E Pi for I ::i k -rC_ s and gj(/3) is regular 
mod Pj . 
By Lemma 3.3(ii) there exists a finite subset of 9,. , say 2, such that for all 
Q E S,\Z, 
K dim R(~il)/v + Q(B--II < r. 
(1) 
If 2 is empty we are through, so to avoid trivialities as ume that Z is nonempty. 
By K(Y + 1) again choose y E M such that, if W = (a1 ,..., a*, /3, y), the fol- 
lowing is true: K dim R*+2)/ W < r and for all Q E Z there exists ho E M* such 
that ho(c+J EQ for K < s, ho@) EQ and ho(~) is regular mod Q. By Lemma 
3.3(ii) again there exists a finite subset of 8, , say Y, such that for all Q E S,\Y 
K dim RcRt2’! W + Qca+B) < r. 
Note that Y 2 Z. 
For u E R define VU = U(c+ ,..., 01, , /3 + yu). As R(a+l)/Vu is a homomorphic 
image of R(s+2)/ W then K dim R(*+l)/V,, < Y. Likewise for all Q E .9’r\Y, 
K dim R(‘fl’/Vu + Q(s+l) < Y. (2) 
It remains to find some u E R such that ag+l = /3 + yu satisfies the criteria of 
4~). By the above comments any such tisfl satisfies L(Y) (a) and L(Y) (c) for any 
Q~g’,\y- 
For all j E J2, K dim R/P, < I, so there exists, by the Chinese Remainder 
Theorem, some p E 0 {Pj: j E J?} that is regular mod Q for all Q E Y. Further 
there exists q E n {Q: Q E Y\Z} such that q is regular mod P for all P E 2 
(if Y = Zput q = 1). Let izS+r = p -l- ypq. This satisfies L(Y) (b) by choice of p. 
For Q E Y\Z it satisfies L(Y) (c) by Eq. (1) and the choice of q. Finally if Q E Z 
then ho(cy,) E Q for K < s and ho(a,+J = h&pq) mod Q is regular mod Q. 
Now Lemma 3.5 completes the proof. 
PROPOSITION 3.7. Both N(n) and M(n) hold. 
Proof. These follow from Proposition 3.4 and Lemma 3.1. 
PROPOSITION 3.8. For Y < n - 1, K(Y + 1) and M(Y + 1) imply N(Y). 
Proof. With one crucial difference this proof follows the method of the 
proof of Proposition 3.6. By M(Y + 1) there exists 8 E Hom(R, M) such that 
K dim R/O(a + e(t)) < Y. Let 01~ = (L + O(t). By Lemma 3.3(ii) there exists 
a finite subset of 9, , say Z, such that if Q E 9’,\Z then, 
K dim R/O(a,) + Q < Y. (3) 
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If 2 is empty we are through. Otherwise by K(r + 1) there exists % EM such 
that K dim R@j/U, < I and for all Q E Z there exists go EM* such that 
go(c”r) E Q and go(olz) is regular mod Q. 
By Lemma 3.3(ii) again, there exists a finite subset of 9,. , say Y, such that 
for all Q E @,\Y, K dim R(2)/Uz + Qc2) < Y. Note that Y > Z. Since for any 
u E R, R/Oh + q4) is a homomorphic image of Rt2)/U2 , clearly K dim 
R/O(ol, + e!.& < T. Likewise, for all Q E g,.\Y, K dim R/O(ol, + a+) + Q < r. 
For Q E 2 choose ro E n {P: P E Y and P # Q> such that ro is regular mod Q. 
Let 4 E Hom(R, M) be given by (6(l) = e(l) + x qro . Then 4 satisfies the 
requirements of N(Y). For 4 satisfies N(r) (a) and N(r) (b) for Q E 9,.\Y by the 
comments of the last paragraph. The choice of C yQ and (3) show that + satisfies 
N(Y) (b) for Q E Y\Z. So suppose Q E Z. Now 
gQ(a + d(t)> = gQ(a2) yQt = St mod Q, 
where s is an element of R regular mod Q. Since (a + $(t)) 0 t is unimodular, 
1 - at E O(cY + r$(t)) f or some a E R. Between them st and 1 - at generate an 
element of R that is regular mod Q. Thus 01+ d(t) satisfies N(r) (b) for Q E Z. 
At this stage it is easy to prove Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 for fully bounded 
Noetherian (FBN) rings. (A prime ring is bounded if every essential one sided 
ideal contains a nonzero ideal. A ring is fully bounded if every prime factor ring 
is bounded. So for example a Noetherian PI ring is FBN.) We start with a 
general result about ideal invariant rings. 
PROPOSITION 3.9. (a) Let R be a left Noetherian left ideal invariant ring 
and M a critical left R-module. Then l-ann M is prime. 
(b) Let R be a left Noetherian left weakly ideal invariant ring and M a 
critical left R-module such that K dim M = K dim RIGann M. Then 1-ann M 
is a prime ideal. 
Proof. (a) DefineQ = l-ass M = u I-ann{# 0 submodules of M}. ThenQ 
is prime. As R is left Noetherian, Q = I-ann N for some submodule N of M, 
which is nonzero since M is critical. By ideal invariance, 
K dim QM = K dim QMIQN < K dim M/N < K dim M. 
But M is critical, so QM = 0. Thus Q = I-ann M. 
(b) Since K dim R/l-ass M = K dim M, the proof of (a) holds for this 
case. 
THEOREM 3.10. If R is FBN then both Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 hold. 
Proof. It suffices to show that L(Y) implies K(r) and that N(r) implies M(Y). 
These both follow from the next lemma. 
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LEMMA 3.11. Let R be an FBN ring and N a finitely generated left R-module 
with K dim N < r. Suppose for all Q ~9,. that K dim N/QN < r. Then 
K dim N < r. 
Proof. Suppose K dim N - r. By replacing N by a suitable factor module 
we may assume that N is r-critical. IfQ = l-ann N then, by Proposition 3.9, 
Q is prime and by [4, Lemma 2.11 K dim R/Q = r. Thus K dim N = 
K dim N/QN < r, a contradiction. 
It is perhaps worth giving an example to show that Proposition 3.9 does not 
hold for an arbitrary left Noetherian ring. For example, let k be any field, k[x] 
a polynomial extension of k in a commuting indeterminate. Put 
R = ( kk] k;] ’ 1 1 = (kfx] i)* and J = (,K ;,. 
Then R is a left Noetherian ring with I-Kdim R = 1. Since / is a critical eft 
R-module and is the unique maximal submodule of Z, Z is also a critical eft 
R-module. But Z-annZ = 0 which is clearly not prime as I2 = 0. Note that 
K dim Z = 1 = K dim R/l-ann Z, so both parts of Proposition 3.9 fail for this 
ring. 
In the same manner we can construct a left Noetherian ring that is left weakly 
ideal invariant but is not left ideal invariant. Let k be a field and A any simple 
Noetherian k-algebra, with 1-K dim A = 2. For example let A be the second 
Weyl algebra, A,, over a field of characteristic zero. Let M be any finitely 
generated left A-module with 1-K dim M = 1. Then M is an A-k-bimodule. 
Put 
and 
Then R is left Noetherian and K dim T @ R/Z = K dim T/TZ = K dim T = 1. 
But K dim R/Z = 0, so R is not left ideal invariant. However R is left weakly 
ideal invariant. For, if L is a proper ideal of R, then either 
L = L, = (i A”) or L CL, = (L X). 
In the first case K dim R/L, = 0, so the problem is vacuous. If L CL, then, 
given any finitely generated left module N, 
KdimL@N<KdimL=l <2=KdimR/L,<KdimR/L. 
So R is left weakly ideal invariant. 
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4. PROOF THAT L(r) IMPLIES K(r) 
By Proposition 3.4, K(n) holds, so we may assume that I < n and, by induc- 
tion, that K(r + 1) holds. Given a1 ,..., a, c M and primes {Pj:jEQ} as 
specified by K(r), choose u = 01,+r byL(t). Thus if U = U(aI ,..., a,, a), then 
K dim R(a+l)/U < I and if P E 8, then K dim R(~+l)/U,+l + P(u+l) < T. 
Further for all j E Q there exists gj E M* such that gj(ak) E P, for K < s and 
gj(a) is regular mod Pj . 
By K(r + 1) choose j? = &,+a such that, if V = U(a, ,..., a$, a, /3), then 
K dim R@+Z)/V < r. (4) 
This implies that there exist fr ,..., f ,, EM* such that fi(ak) = f@) = 0 for 
k < s and 1 < i < m and if Z = C Rfi(a) then K dim R/Z < Y. Thus by Lem- 
ma 3.3(ii) there exists a finite subset of 9r , say Z, such that for all P E S,\Z, 
K dim R/Z + P < r. (5) 
Since for all P E Z, K dim R(‘+l)/U + P(#+l) < r, there exists, by the Chinese 
Remainder Theorem, f E M* such that f (a& = 0 for K < s and, if P E Z, 
K dim R/Z + Rf (a) + P < Y. (6) 
LetH=r){P:PEZ)nn{Pi:iEQ}(orH=RifbothZandQareempty). 
ThusforanyhsHandPEB,, 
K dim R/Z + R(f (a) + h) + P < 1. (7) 
Further, K dim R/H < I so K dim R/Z + Rf (a) + H < I by Lemma 3.3(i). 
Thus by Lemma 3.2 there exists b E H such that 
K dim R/Z + Rf(a) + Rb < T. (8) 
We are now in a position to give the main lemma of this section, for which we 
need the following definition. Let M be a Noetherian module. Then the critical 
length of M is the least integer m such that there exists a chain of submodules, 
M=M,XM,3.-3M,,,=O, 
where each Mi/Mi+, is cyclic and critical. This chain exists ince any Noetherian 
module has a critical submodule [3, Theorem 2.11. 
LEMMA 4.1. Take, with the above notation, a, /3, Z, f, and H which satisfy 
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Eqs. (4)-(7) and b E H which satisfies (8). Then there exists h E H, II e R andg E M* 
such that g(ak) = Ofo~ I .< k -< s and 
K dim R/I + R(f + hg)(ol -i- @b) < T -- 1. 
Proof of K(r). Take a’,,.r = LY + pub and use Lemma 3.5. 
Proof of Lemma 4.1. This lemma is a generalization of [6, Proposition 2.11 
and since the first two steps of the proof closely follow the proof in [6j they will 
be given briefly. Suppose the critical length of Rb -1 I/I equals m. Choose a 
cyclic critical submodule Rc,b f I/I C Rb + Z/I such that the critical length 
of Rb + I/Rc,b $- I < m. By induction the lemma holds if I is replaced by 
I + Rc,b, say with (f + h,g,)(a -i- @,b). liow by (7) the elements 01 + /?yb 
and f + h,g, satisfy Eqs. (4)-(7). (Note that I ::-I x Rfi(ol r @,b) as f&7) = 0.) 
So replace f by f -+ h,g, and c1 by cy + /3u,b. Further c,b now satisfies (8). Thus 
by replacing b by c,b we have reduced to the case when Rb is critical. Let / = 
I+ Rf(a) + Rb, so K dim R/J < Y. If the short exact sequence 
0 + Rb + I,/I --f J/I -+ J/l -1 Rb --+ 0 
does not split then K dim R/I --/- Rf( (Y < Y and we arc through. So we may )
assume that J/Z = Ha @ Rc where a is the image off (a) in J/I and c is the image 
of b. Further we may assume Rc is r-critical as otherwise K dim R/Z + 
Rf(cr) < Y. 
Define G = (g E M*: g(olk) = g(a) = 0: k < sf and 01(/3) = {g(p): g E G}. 
Then by (4) K dim R/O,(p) < Y and so K dim R/HO,@) < I, as 0,(/3)/HO,(# 
is an R/H-module. Now Ra z R/K where K is the left annihilator of a. For 
sER,gFGandhEHwrite 
R(f f hg)@) sc = RiL,,h 
where Lsph is the left annihilator of (f-t hg)(/3) SC. Let L = n {Lsu,,: s E R, 
gEGandhEH}. 
Th e proof now breaks into two cases. First suppose L > K. Then for all 
gEGandhEH, 
K(f -k hg)(@R c I-ann Rc. 
In particular Kf(@R c I-ann Rc, so KHO,@) C I-ann Rc. Now K dim 
R/HO,(p) < Y and K dim R/KR < Y so K dim R/KHO&l) < t. Thus 
K dim R/l-ann Rc < Y. By Proposition 3.9(b) l-ann Rc is a prime ideal, say P. 
So consider the diagram: 
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R 
I 
I+ Rfb) + P 
/\ 
I + Rf(a) P 
v 
I 
PI 
By weak ideal invariance K dim P/P] < K dim RIP < T. Hence 
K din-41 + Rf(a) + p)l(I + Rf(4) < r. 
But by (6) K dim R/Z + Rf (a) + P < r. So K dim R/I + Rf (a) < t, which 
contradicts r-criticality of Rc g J/I + Rf (a). 
ThusL$KandsoL’=L,,,$Kf orsomesER,gEGandhEH.Letobe 
the homomorphism from R/K n L’ into R/K @ R/L’ given by a(f) = (f, f) and 
identify Im(a) with its image in J/1. Since Rc is r-critical, so is R/L’ and hence 
K dim R/K + L’ < r. But 
Im(o) 1 (K + L’)/K @ (K + L’)/L’ 
and so K dim(1 + Ru + R(f + hg)(/3) sc)/Im u < r. Thus K dim R/Im u < r. 
Finally Im u is just the submodule of R/I generated by a + (f + hg)@) SC 
= (f + &)(a + bc). ‘n-i s completes the proof of Lemma 4.1 and Theorem 2.1. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. N(r) and K(r) imply M(r). 
Proof. The method of this proof is to reduce the problem to one that can be 
catered for by Lemma 4.1. By N(r) there exists 8 E Hom(R, M) such that 
K dim R/O(a + d(t)) < r and for all P E 8, that K dim R/O(a + 6(t)) + 
P < r. Replace 01 by 01+ e(t). By K( r c ) h oose /3 = 01~ EM such that if V = 
U(cy, /I) then K dim Rt2)/V < r. Thus there exist fi ,..., fm E M* such that 
f&3) = 0 for i < m and if I = C Rfi(ol) then K dim R/I < r. By Lemma 3.3(ii) 
there exists a finite subset of 8, , say Z, such that for all P E P,.\Z, K dim R/I + 
P < r - 1. By Lemma 3.2 there exists f E M* such that for all P E Z, 
KdimR/I+Rf(ol)+P<r-1. 
Let H = 0 {P: P E Z} (or H = R if Z is empty). Then K dim R/H < r and 
H satisfies (7). Since 01 @ t is unimodular, there exists K E M* such that K(a) = 
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1 - wt for some w E R. So H = Ht + Z-lk(or). Thus by Lemma 3.2 (twice) 
there exists h, , h, E H such that 
K dim R/I + R(f + h+)(a) + Rh,t < Y. 
Replacef byf $- h&z. Since H satisfies (7) this does not affect the properties off. 
Now LY, /?, I, f, H, and b = h,t satisfy Eqs. (4)-(8). Thus by Lemma 4.1 there 
exists h E H, g E M*, and II E R such that 
K dim R/I + R(f 7 hg)(a + jluh,t) < r. 
So take C$ E Hom(R, M) to be defined by +( 1) = /3uh, . This satisfies the criteria 
of M(Y). Thus we have completed the proof of Proposition 4.2 and Theorem 2.2. 
5. SIMPLE RINGS 
In the special case of simple Noetherian rings, Lemma 4.1 can be generalized 
to arbitrary finitely generated torsion modules. We prove this here and use it to 
give simpler and sharper versions of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2, as well as to answer 
a question from [I. Theorem 5.1 is due to Robson and I am grateful for his 
bringing it to my attention. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let R be a simpk k$t Noetherian ring with K dim R > t and 
let M be a torsion bft R-module with K dim M < Y. Suppose that there exist a, 
b E M with K dim M/Ra + Rb < r. Then for any d # 0 E R, there exists f E R 
such that 
K dim M/R(a + dfb) < r. 
Proof. This is an easy modification of the proof of [6, Proposition 2.11, or 
indeed of Lemma 4.1. For, as in the proof of those results, reduce to the case 
where M s Ru @ Rb with Rb being r-critical. Let K = l-arm a and for f E R 
let L, = I-arm dfi. Define L = n {L,: f E R}. If L 1 K then KdRb = 0. 
But K is an essential eft ideal of R and so contains a regular element. Thus 
Kd # 0 and KdR = R. So Rd = 0, a contradiction. So L $ K. The remainder 
of the proof is similar to that of Lemma 4.1 or [6, Proposition 2.11. 
Using Theorem 5.1 we can improve on Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 for simple 
Noetherian rings, essentially b replacing torsion-free rank by (Goldie) uniform 
dimension. We start by reminding the reader of the definition and basic proper- 
ties of uniform dimension. Let R be a prime Goldie ring. Then Q, the quotient 
ring of R is a simple Artinian ring with (up to isomorphism) a unique simple 
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right module S. So if M is a right R-module define the uniform dimension of M by 
ud(M) = s: M @ Q E Ss). 
A finitely generated torsion-free module M is called uniform if ud(M) = 1, 
in which case M is isomorphic to a uniform right ideal of R. If M is torsionfree 
then s&(M) = s implies that M is an essential submodule of a direct sum of s 
uniform modules. Equivalently s is the largest integer Y such that M contains 
the direct sum of Y nonzero submodules. The same definitions apply for left 
modules, and for bimodules the two coincide. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let R be a simple Noetherian ring with 1-K dim R = n and 
ud(R) = Y. Suppose M is a jinitely generated right R-module with ud(M) = 
s > Y + ft. Thkn M z R @ N for some module N. 
Proof. This follows from the next theorem by taking t = 1. 
THEOREM 5.3. Let R and M be as in Theorem 5.2. Suppose that 01 @ t is a 
unimodular element of M @ R. Then there exists 4 E Hom(R, M) such that 
01+ d(t) is unimodular in M. 
COROLLARY 5.4. Let R and M be as in Theorem 5.2. Suppose that M @ R s 
N @ R for some module N. Then M E N. 
Proof of Corollary 5.4. The proof of [8, Corollary 12.61 gives this from 
Theorem 5.3. 
Proof of Theorem 5.3. Let t(M) be the torsion submodule of M. Then any 
homomorphism from M to R factors through the torsion-free module M/t(M). 
Thus it suffices to prove the theorem for M torsion-free. Since ud(M) > ud(R), 
M has torsion-free rank, and hence r-rank, > 1. Thus by Proposition 3.7, 
there exists 0 E Hom(R, M) such that O(a + e(t)) is an essential left ideal of R. 
So replace 01 by 01+ e(t). Let Q be the quotient ring of R with simple module S. 
Then O&IX) = Q so tiQ g Q s Str) is a direct summand of M OR Q s W. 
Thus by [6, Lemma 5.31, M can be embedded in a direct sum N,@ a** @ N, = N 
of uniform right ideals Ni of R such that: 
(a) Mi = MnN, is an essential submodule of Ni and 
(b) a! E NI @ *** @ N,. = J and there exists an isomorphism fI from J 
to an essential right ideal I of R such that e(a) is a regular element c of R. 
For i > Y, choose di # 0 E Mi and let tit be any embedding of Ni into R. 
By induction and Theorem 5.1 choose fi E R such that 
K dim(Rc + Rt)/(Rc + ‘r RO,(di) fit) < n - m - 1. 
r+1 
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Then define + E Hom(R, M) by C(1) = x$ difi . Then 
7+7X 
O(a + b(t)) 2 RC + C ROi(difit) 2 Rt. 
rr1 
Thus 01+ 4(t) is unimodular, as required. 
In [7] it was shown that, if R is a simple Xoetherian ring with K dim R = n 
and I, ,..., I,, are essential eft ideals of R with 1, ,.... 1, projective, then 
R : I,, --r I,q, + ... - I,q, , 
for some qi EQ, the quotient ring of R (this generalizes the corresponding 
result for Dedekind prime rings). In [7] it was suggested that this was not the 
best possible result along these lines and that, in particular, the result should 
hold without the ii’s being projective. Using Theorem 5.1 it is possible to show 
that considerably more is true. 
THEOREM 5.5. Let R be a simple left Noetherian ring with K dim R = n and 
I ,, ..., I,, be nonze~o left ideals of R with I, essential. Then where exist rl ,..., T, E R 
suchthatR=I,-tI,r,+...~I,r,. 
Proof. By induction we will show that there exist rl ,..., yi E R such that 
K dim R/IO $ ll,r, A ... -I- Iiri < n - i - 1. 
As I,, is essential this is true for i = 0. So suppose that it holds for all i < j. 
Then there exist rr ,..., rj E R such that, if M = R/I, + Ii,r, + ... + Ijrj , then 
KdimM<n-j-lI.~owbyTheorem5.1,witha=0,b=landdany 
nonzero element of 1,+i , there exists f E R such that K dim M/Rdf < n - j - I. 
SO take Tj+l = f. 
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